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Our Letter to Senator Boxer and Cong. Waxman to Stop Another End-Run by SoCal Edison to
Restart Defective San Onofre Nuclear Reactor
WOSD LAR Letter .doc

> I just faxed the attached letter on behalf of Women Occupy San Diego to Senator Boxer, as Chair of the U.S. Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee, and Cong. Henry Waxman, Ranking Democrat on the House Energy and Commerce Committee, with
cc's to Senator Feinstein, the NRC Chair and several other senior NRC managers.

> Martha Sullivan
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S I1 Women Occupy San Diego

women dedicated to creating an equitable economic system and restoring
government for and by the people

The Honorable Barbara Boxer
Chairman, Committee on Environment and Public Woi-ks
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Via Pax to: 202,'224-1273

The Honorable Henty Waxman
Ranking Member, Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
2322 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Via F,"ax to: (202) 225-4099

March 27, 2013

Dear Chairman Boxer and Ranking Member Waxman:

Women Occupy San Diego is an independent group of women who are fed up with the concentration of wealth
and political power in the top 1% and the corruption of democracy for corporate profit. We are momns,
grandmas, sisters, neighbors and friends. We vote, we pay taxes, wc buy, we work, we create - and we want
our democracy back from Big Money.

We write to express our deepest apprcciation for your attention and leadership on issues related to the San
Onofre nuclear reactors. We applaud Senator Boxer's leadership in revealing a previously confidential report
from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries that showed Edison had foreknowledge of serious safety concerns with the
steam generators. years before they were installed, which resulted in a redacted version of that report being
releascd and Edison's culpability being inadc public. Wc were encouraged when Congressman Waxman
questioned Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Macfarlane about the need for San Onofre operator,
Southern California Edison. to obtain a license amendment prior to any decision being made regarding their
experimental restart at partial power proposal for the damaged San Onofre reactor 2.

We are, however, deeply troubled by Edison's recent announcement that they arc considering a voluntary
license amendment request. While on its face, this seems to be exactly what we and many other community-
based organizations, local elected bodies and officials have requested, it appears to be no more than
another end run around federal regulations in order to expedite restart of their crippled reactor.
Specifically, Edison has indicated their intention to apply for a "No Significant Hazard Consideration" (NSHC)
for this license amendment. This is nothirtg more than a regulatory loophole that Edison is attempting to slip
through. We understand that an NSHC finding for this proposed license amendment would effectively strip
the public of a meaningful role and necessary independent expert in a formal license amendment hearing
that we are guaranteed under federal law, and which we have demanded. If the NRC acquiesces to
Edison's demand for such a finding, it is unassailable - meaning any hearing that takes plact would be no more
than a dog and pony show, it could take place after the license
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amendment has been granted and would have no impact on the license amendment whatsoever - even if
independent experts demonstrate that the amendment does pose more than a minor increase in the risk of an
accident.

Edison. President Ronald Litzingcr said recently, "We want to do every responsible thing we can do to get Unit 2
up and running safely before the suummer heat hits our region. While the NRC continues to review the technical
materials we've submitted, we're considering a request for a license amendment so that we can pursue the best
path to safe restart while avoiding unnecessary delays." The "unnecessary delays" to which he refers are in-
depth technical inquiries into the veracity of Edison's claims of safety and compliance with federal regulations.
Such a request is hardly the "responsible" path forward. In essence, Edison is asking NRC staff to move the
process for restart forward, so that they can be up and running by summer - during peak demand when
profits are greatest - before the NRC has even completed its technical review.

A rubberstatup finding of no significant hazard would be wholly inappropriate for restarting a nuclear reactor
that has two of the most damaged and defective steam generator, in the histoiy of the US nuclear industry - the
other two bing in its twin reactor, San Onofte Unit 3, which Edison admits are experiencing a globally unique
tube damage phenomenon.

This request on the part of Edison is indicative of a corporate culture that sets aside safety concerns in the
interest of expediency and profits - a culture that was clearly demonstrated by the revelations in the recently
released MHI documents that showed they did just that when originally designing these defective replacement
steam generators. Their desire to gamble on safety in order to rush forward for greatest profits placed the
lives and livelihoods of the 8.7 million people living near these reactors at significant and unacceptable
risk. Edison must not be allowed to do so again.

Recently, the California Independent Systems Operator stated that Southern California would be fine this
summer without the relatively meager 750 MW that this experimental restart plan for one of the two crippled
San Onofre reactors offers. Edison's claim of hurried restart in time for summer is in their interest - not that of
the public.

Lastly, the NRC has announced that a meeting between the NRC and Edison to discuss the license amnedment
ard NSHC is to be held April 3 in Rockville, MD. It is fundamentally unacceptable to have thLs meeting to
discuss such a critical issue on the opposite coast from the communities most impacted. The meeting
ought to be held in Southern California where our neighbors and we can participate.

In sum, we respectfully request that in your critical oversight capacity, you ensure that the right of citizens to a
full, adjudicatory public hearing required for a thorough license amendment process is upheld, that the NRC
reject Edison's NSHC request, and that the upcoming meeting to address Edison's license amendment request
take place in Southern California.

Sine ely,

otmen Occupy San Diego, by Martha Sullivan, San OQofie Committee Lead
www, WomenOccupySanDlego. org

Cc: Senator Diane ;'einslein, via 1"ax to: (202) 22R-3954
Allison M. Macf.orlane, Chair of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, via Fax to: 301,415-3504
R. William Borchardi, Execudtve Director for Operations• NRC, via Fax to: 301/415-2162
E'ric Leeds, Director, Nuclear Reac'or Regulation, NRC, via Fax to: 301/415-h333
Limo Collins, Regional Adminisirator, Region IV, NRC, Nia Fax to: 817!'200-.1122
Arthur Howell, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel, NRC, via Fax to: 81 7/200-1122
Daniel Dorman, Co-Chair, SONGS OversigJht J'anel, NRC, via J,'ax to: 301/415-&i33
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Joosten, Sandy

From: Lillian Champion [shadyflwrs@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:00 PM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource; Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art;

Dan.Dorman@nr.gov
Subject: San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant

Dear Representatives, Chairman Boxer and Ranking Member Waxman:

RE: San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant
I write to express my deepest appreciation for your attention and leadership on issues related to the San Onofre nuclear
reactors. I applaud Senator Boxer's leadership in revealing a previously confidential report from Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries that showed Edison had foreknowledge of serious safety concerns with the steam generators years before they
were installed, which resulted in a redacted version of that report being released and Edison's culpability being made
public.
I was encouraged when Congressman Waxman questioned Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Macfarlane about
the need for San Onofre operator, Southern California Edison, to obtain a license amendment prior to any decision being
made regarding their experimental restart at partial power proposal for the damaged San Onofre reactor 2.

I am, however, deeply troubled by Edison's recent announcement that they are considering a voluntary license
amendment request. While on its face, this seems to be exactly what we have requested, it appears to be no more than
another end run around federal regulations in order to expedite restart of their crippled reactor. Specifically, Edison has
indicated their intention to apply for a "No Significant Hazard Consideration" (NSHC) for this license amendment. This is
nothing more than a regulatory loophole that Edison is attempting to slip through. An NSHC finding for this proposed
license amendment would effectively strip the public of a meaningful role and necessary independent expert in a formal
license amendment hearing that we are guaranteed under federal law, and which we have demanded. If the NRC
acquiesces to Edison's demand for such a finding, it is unassailable - meaning any hearing that takes place would be no
more than a dog and pony show; it could take place after the license amendment has been granted and would have no
impact on the license amendment whatsoever - even if independent experts demonstrate that the amendment does pose
more than a minor increase in the risk of an accident.

Edison President Ronald Litzinger said recently, "We want to do every responsible thing we can do to get Unit 2 up and
running safely before the summer heat hits our region. While the NRC continues to review the technical materials we've
submitted, we're considering a request for a license amendment so that we can pursue the best path to safe restart while
avoiding unnecessary delays." The "unnecessary delays" to which he refers are in-depth technical inquiries into the
veracity of Edison's claims of safety and compliance with federal regulations. Such a request is hardly the "responsible"
path forward. In essence, Edison is asking NRC staff to move the process for restart forward, so that they can be up and
running by summer - during peak demand when profits are greatest - before the NRC has even completed its technical
review.
A rubberstamp finding of no significant hazard would be wholly inappropriate for restarting a nuclear reactor that has two
of the most damaged and defective steam generators in the history of the US nuclear industry - the other two being in its
twin reactor, San Onofre Unit 3, which Edison admits are experiencing a globally unique tube damage phenomenon.

This request on the part of Edison is indicative of a corporate culture that sets aside safety concerns in the interest of
expediency and profits - a culture that was clearly demonstrated by the revelations in the recently release MHI
documents that showed they did just that when originally designing these defective replacement steam generators. Their
desire to gamble on safety in order to rush forward for greatest profits placed the lives and livelihoods of the 8.7 million
people living near these reactors at significant and unacceptable risk. Edison must not be allowed to do so again.

Recently, the California Independent Systems Operator stated that Southern California would be fine this summer without
the relatively meager 750 MW that this experimental restart plan for one of the two crippled San Onofre reactors offers.
Edison's claim of hurried restart in time for summer is in their interest - not that of the public.

Lastly, the NRC has announced that a meeting between the NRC and Edison to discuss the license amendment and NSHC
is to be held April 3 in Rockville, MD. It is fundamentally unacceptable to have this meeting to discuss such a critical issue
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on the opposite coast from the communities most impacted. The meeting ought to be held in Southern California where
my neighbors and I can participate.

In sum, I respectfully request that in your critical oversight capacity, you ensure that the right of citizens to a full,
adjudicatory public hearing required for a thorough license amendment process is upheld, that the NRC reject Edison's
NSHC request, and that the upcoming meeting to address Edison's license amendment request take place in Southern
California.

Sincerely,

Lillian Champion
PO Box 1798
Crestline, CA 92325

Cc:
Senator Diane Feinstein: https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/e-mail-me
Alison Macfarlane, NRC Chair: Chairman@nrc.gov
R. William Borchardt, NRC Executive Director for Operations: Bill.Borchardt@nrc.gov
Eric Leeds , Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation: Eric.Leeds@nrc.gov
Elmo Collins, Regional Administrator, Region IV: Elmo.Collins@nrc.gov
Arthur Howell, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel: Art.Howell@nrc.gov
Daniel Dorman, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel: Dan.Dorman@nr.gov
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Joosten, Sandy

From: myla reson [myla.reson@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 5:16 PM
To: Dricks, Victor
Cc: CHAIRMAN Resource; Howell, Art; SCG-Team Team; Donna Gilmore; Ace Hoffman
Subject: Re: NRC's Victor Dricks: "NRC will not require Seismic Evaluation of SanO RSGs"

Mr. Dricks

Thanks for confirmation that the NRC will convene at least one more public meeting in the vicinity of San
Onofre prior to making a final decision about Edison's proposed restart of SanO Unit 2.

Is it also accurate to report that during our phone conversation earlier today you said the NRC has not required
a seismic evaluation of the damaged San Onofre replacement steam generators and that no such evaluation will
be required or taken into consideration prior to the NRC final decision on Edison's restart plan?

Myla Reson

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 11:33 AM, Dricks, Victor <Victor.Dricksn)nrc..zov> wrote:

Thanks for your e-mail. I can confirm that there will be at least one more public meeting in the vicinity of the plant
before NRC senior managers make any final decisions about Southern California Edison's proposed restart of Unit 2.

The reason for holding the public meeting in Rockville was explained in our press release announcing the April 3 public
meeting. See link: http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1308/ML13084A153.pdf

"Each year, the NRC's review process includes numerous public meetings between the staff and licensees on
technical matters being reviewed by agency headquarters staff. It's not possible to bring all these meetings to the
communities near the plants in question, so the staff will make a webcast and phone line available for this meeting so
that people near San Onofre can observe the review process in action and ask the NRC staff questions."

From: myla reson [mailto:myla.resoncgmai!.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 1:28 PM
To: Dricks, Victor
Cc: SCG-Team Team; Gary Headrick; Ace Hoffman; CHAIRMAN Resource; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Martin Schlageter;
Andy Shrader; Lee Haydu
Subject: NRC's Victor Dricks: "At least one additional public meeting will be held in Southern California PRIOR to SanO
restart"
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Mr. Dricks,

Thank you for taking my call. Is it accurate to report that you assured me that there will be at least one
additional NRC public meeting in Southern California prior to Edison being granted permission to restart it's
San Onofre Unit 2 reactor?

I would appreciate confirmation of that assurance.

You also said that you have been verbally explaining the process going forward to numerous reporters and
concerned citizens but you do not have information about the current process in writing. It would be
enormously helpful to have the detailed information about the process in writing.

When we spoke I began by registering my objection to the NRC holding its April 3, 2013 "Public Meeting"
with Edison thousands of miles from the communities most directly impacted by the San Onofre nuclear plant.

The NRC's practice of holding "Public Meetings" such a great distance from San Onofre defacto limits easy
public participation.

Myla Reson

Myla Reson
Follow me on Twitter
What Part of Fukushima Do You NOT Understand?

"A common denominator, in every single nuclear accident -- a nuclear plant or on a nuclear submarine -- is that before the specialists even
know what has happened, they rush to the media saying, 'There's no danger to the public.' They do this before they themselves know what has
happened because they are terrified that the public might react violently, either by panic or by revolt." - Jacque Cousteau, 1089



Joosten, Sandy

From: Stephanie Jennings [stjennings@ucsd.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 1:17 PM
To: bboxer@senate.gov; hwaxman@senate.gov; dfienstein@senate.gov
Cc: CHAIRMAN Resource; Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art
Subject: San Onofre

Dear Chairman Boxer and Ranking Member Waxman:

I write to express my deepest appreciation for your attention and leadership on issues related to the San Onofre nuclear reactors. I applaud Senator
Boxer's leadership in revealing a previously confidential report from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries that showed Edison had foreknowledge of serious safety
concerns with the steam generators years before they were installed, which resulted in a redacted version of that report being released and Edison's
culpability being made public. I was encouraged when Congressman Waxman questioned Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Macfarlane about
the need for San Onofre operator, Southern California Edison, to obtain a license amendment prior to any decision being made regarding their
experimental restart at partial power proposal for the damaged San Onofre reactor 2.

I am, however, deeply troubled by Edison's recent announcement that they are considering a voluntary license amendment request. While on its face,
this seems to be exactly what we have requested, it appears to be no more than another end run around federal regulations in order to expedite restart
of their crippled reactor. Specifically, Edison has indicated their intention to apply for a "No Significant Hazard Consideration" (NSHC) for this license
amendment. This is nothing more than a regulatory loophole that Edison is attempting to slip through. An NSHC finding for this proposed license
amendment would effectively strip the public of a meaningful role and necessary independent expert in a formal license amendment hearing that we are
guaranteed under federal law, and which we have demanded. If the NRC acquiesces to Edison's demand for such a finding, it is unassailable - meaning
any hearing that takes place would be no more than a dog and pony show; it could take place after the license amendment has been granted and
would have no impact on the license amendment whatsoever - even if independent experts demonstrate that the amendment does pose more than a
minor increase in the risk of an accident.

Edison President Ronald Litzinger said recently, "We want to do every responsible thing we can do to get Unit 2 up and running safely before the
summer heat hits our region. While the NRC continues to review the technical materials we've submitted, we're considering a request for a license
amendment so that we can pursue the best path to safe restart while avoiding unnecessary delays." The "unnecessary delays" to which he refers are in-
depth technical inquiries into the veracity of Edison's claims of safety and compliance with federal regulations. Such a request is hardly the "responsible"
path forward. In essence, Edison is asking NRC staff to move the process for restart forward, so that they can be up and running by summer - during
peak demand when profits are greatest - before the NRC has even completed its technical review.

A rubberstamp finding of no significant hazard would be wholly inappropriate for restarting a nuclear reactor that has two of the most damaged and
defective steam generators in the history of the US nuclear industry - the other two being in its twin reactor, San Onofre Unit 3, which Edison admits
are experiencing a globally unique tube damage phenomenon.

This request on the part of Edison is indicative of a corporate culture that sets aside safety concerns in the interest of expediency and profits - a culture
that was clearly demonstrated by the revelations in the recently release MHI documents that showed they did just that when originally designing these
defective replacement steam generators. Their desire to gamble on safety in order to rush forward for greatest profits placed the lives and livelihoods of
the 8.7 million people living near these reactors at significant and unacceptable risk. Edison must not be allowed to do so again.

Recently, the California Independent Systems Operator stated that Southern California would be fine this summer without the relatively meager 750 MW
that this experimental restart plan for one of the two crippled San Onofre reactors offers. Edison's claim of hurried restart in time for summer is in their
interest - not that of the public.

Lastly, the NRC has announced that a meeting between the NRC and Edison to discuss the license amendment and NSHC is to be held April 3 in
Rockville, MD. It is fundamentally unacceptable to have this meeting to discuss such a critical issue on the opposite coast from the communities most
impacted. The meeting ought to be held in Southern California where my neighbors and I can participate.

In sum, I respectfully request that in your critical oversight capacity, you ensure that the right of citizens to a full, adjudicatory public hearing required
for a thorough license amendment process is upheld, that the NRC reject Edison's NSHC request, and that the upcoming meeting to address Edison's
license amendment request take place in Southern California.

Sincerely,

[Your Name and City/State]
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Joosten, Sandy

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patricia Borchmann [patricia.borchmann@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:16 PM
waxman@us.house.gov; boxer@us.gov; CHAIRMAN Resource; Bill.borchard@nrc.gov;
Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Dorman, Dan; public advisor; public advisor; maria
•severson; masada dissenhouse
patricia borchmann
Reschedule NRC's 04-03-13 SONGS Meeting to a LOCAL Public Meeting/S.California
NRC Reschedule SONGS Mtg 04 03 13 for a LOCAL Mtg..docx

Please accept my public comments - attached Letter (dated 03-27-13)

Demand for NRC to Reschedule the public meeting on 04-03-13 (in Maryland), and Reschedule public
meeting to a LOCAL southern California Location!!

Citizens in impacted communities (50 miles from San Onofre) must be allowed to actively participate in
Public Meeting.!!

And, NRC Commissioners must allow/accept testimony from experts outside the utility, or nuclear
industry, regarding multiple credible 'risks' associated with SCE's to Restart Unit 2 at Reduced Power.
The Public OBJECTS to Edison's 'new' plan to circumvent the NRC regulations (requiring SCE to
formally AMEND the the SONGS License through an evidentiary, adjudicated public hearing process).
Public also OJECTS to Edison's NEW proposal to prepare a "No Significant Hazard" analysis/findings

on the proposed Restart Plan for SONGS Unit 2.

The collective efforts by SCE Edison to circumvent NRC reguglations is NOT in the PUBLIC INTEREST.
These efforts will only benefit the utility owner/operator SCE's profit margin(s), and would jeopardize public
safety!!!

Thank you!

Patricia Borchmann
Escondido resident
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March 27, 2013 Patricia Borchmann
1141 Carrotwood Glen

Escondido, CA 92026

760 580 7046

The Honorable Barbara Boxer

Chairman, Committee on Environment and Public Works

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

http://epw.senate.qov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=ContactUs.ContactForm

Committee Office Phone: 202-224-8832

The Honorable Henry Waxman

Ranking Member, Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives

2322 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

For Residents of the 33rd Cong. District ONLY: https://waxman.house.gov/contact-me/email-me

Washington DC Office Phone: (202) 225-3976

Dear Chairman Boxer and Ranking Member Waxman:

I write to express my deepest appreciation for your attention and leadership on issues related to the San Onofre nuclear

reactors. I applaud Senator Boxer's leadership in revealing a previously confidential report from Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries that showed Edison had foreknowledge of serious safety concerns with the steam generators years before they
were installed, which resulted in a redacted version of that report being released and Edison's culpability being

made public. I was encouraged when Congressman Waxman questioned Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman
Macfarlane about the need for San Onofre operator, Southern California Edison, to obtain a license amendment prior to
any decision being made regarding their experimental restart at partial power proposal for the damaged San Onofre

reactor 2.

I am, however, deeply troubled by Edison's recent announcement that they are considering a voluntary license

amendment request. While on its face, this seems to be exactly what we have requested, it appears to be no more than
another end run around federal regulations in order to expedite restart of their crippled reactor. Specifically, Edison
has indicated their intention to apply for a "No Significant Hazard Consideration" (NSHC) for this license amendment. This

is nothing more than a regulatory loophole that Edison is attempting to slip through. An NSHC finding for this proposed
license amendment would effectively strip the public of a meaningful role and necessary independent expert in a formal

license amendment hearing that we are guaranteed under federal law, and which we have demanded. If the NRC

acquiesces to Edison's demand for such a finding, it is unassailable - meaning any hearing that takes place would be no
more than a dog and pony show; it could take place after the license amendment has been granted and would have no
impact on the license amendment whatsoever - even if independent experts demonstrate that the amendment does pose

more than a minor increase in the risk of an accident.

Edison President Ronald Litzinger said recently, "We want to do every responsible thing we can do to get Unit 2 up and
running safely before the summer heat hits our region. While the NRC continues to review the technical materials

we've submitted, we're considering a request for a license amendment so that we can pursue the best path to safe restart
while avoiding unnecessary delays." The "unnecessary delays" to which he refers are in-depth technical inquiries into the
veracity of Edison's claims of safety and compliance with federal regulations. Such a request is hardly the "responsible"

path forward. In essence, Edison is asking NRC staff to move the process for restart forward, so that they can be up and
running by summer - during peak demand when profits are greatest - before the NRC has even completed its technical



review.

A rubberstamp finding of no significant hazard would be wholly inappropriate for restarting a nuclear reactor that has two

of the most damaged and defective steam generators in the history of the US nuclear industry - the other two being in its
twin reactor, San Onofre Unit 3, which Edison admits are experiencing a globally unique tube damage phenomenon.

This request on the part of Edison is indicative of a corporate culture that sets aside safety concerns in the interest of
expediency and profits - a culture that was clearly demonstrated by the revelations in the recently release MHI documents
that showed they did just that when originally designing these defective replacement steam generators. Their desire to

gamble on safety in order to rush forward for greatest profits placed the lives and livelihoods of the 8.7 million
people living near these reactors at significant and unacceptable risk. Edison must not be allowed to do so again.

Recently, the California Independent Systems Operator stated that Southern California would be fine this summer without

the relatively meager 750 MW that this experimental restart plan for one of the two crippled San Onofre reactors offers.
Edison's claim of hurried restart in time for summer is in their interest - not that of the public.

Lastly, the NRC has announced that a meeting between the NRC and Edison to discuss the license amendment and
NSHC is to be held April 3 in Rockville, MD. It is fundamentally unacceptable to have this meeting to discuss such

a critical issue on the opposite coast from the communities most impacted. The meeting ought to be held in Southern
California where my neighbors and I can participate, along with experts from outside the utility or nuclear industry.

In sum, I respectfully request that in your critical oversight capacity, you ensure that the right of citizens to a full,

adjudicatory public hearing required for a thorough license amendment process is upheld, that the NRC reject Edison's
NSHC request, and that the upcoming meeting to address Edison's license amendment request take place in Southern

California.

Sincerely,

Patricia Borchmann
Escondido resident

Cc:

Senator Diane Feinstein: https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/e-mail-me
Alison Macfarlane, NRC Chair: Chairman@nrc.gov
R. William Borchardt, NRC Executive Director for Operations: Bill.Borchardt@nrc.gov

Eric Leeds , Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation: Eric.Leeds@nrc.gov

Elmo Collins, Regional Administrator, Region IV: Elmo.Collins@nrc.gov
Arthur Howell, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel: Art.Howell@nrc.gov

Daniel Dorman, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel: Dan.Dorman@nr.gov



Joosten, Sandy

From: Patricia Ahmad [pleasesaycheese@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:33 PM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource; Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Dorman, Dan
Subject: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR REACTOR.

Dear all

I write to express my deepest appreciation for your attention and leadership on issues related to the San Onofre nuclear reactors. I applaud Senator
Boxer's leadership in revealing a previously confidential report from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries that showed Edison had foreknowledge of serious safety
concerns with the steam generators years before they were installed, which resulted in a redacted version of that report being released and Edison's
culpability being made public. I was encouraged when Congressman Waxman questioned Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Macfarlane about
the need for San Onofre operator, Southern California Edison, to obtain a license amendment prior to any decision being made regarding their
experimental restart at partial power proposal for the damaged San Onofre reactor 2.

I am, however, deeply troubled by Edison's recent announcement that they are considering a voluntary license amendment request. While on its face,
this seems to be exactly what we have requested, it appears to be no more than another end run around federal regulations in order to expedite restart
of their crippled reactor. Specifically, Edison has indicated their intention to apply for a "No Significant Hazard Consideration" (NSHC) for this license
amendment. This is nothing more than a regulatory loophole that Edison is attempting to slip through. An NSHC finding for this proposed license
amendment would effectively strip the public of a meaningful role and necessary independent expert in a formal license amendment hearing that we are
guaranteed under federal law, and which we have demanded. If the NRC acquiesces to Edison's demand for such a finding, it is unassailable - meaning
any hearing that takes place would be no more than a dog and pony show: it could take place after the license amendment has been granted and
would have no impact on the license amendment whatsoever - even if independent experts demonstrate that the amendment does pose more than a
minor increase in the risk of an accident.

Edison President Ronald Litzinger said recently, 'We want to do every responsible thing we can do to get Unit 2 up and running safely before the
summer heat hits our region. While the NRC continues to review the technical materials we've submitted, we're considering a request for a
license amendment so that we can pursue the best path to safe restart while avoiding unnecessary delays." The "unnecessary delays" to which he refers
are in-depth technical inquiries into the veracity of Edison's claims of safety and compliance with federal regulations. Such a request is
hardly the "responsible" path forward. In essence, Edison is asking NRC staff to move the process for restart forward, so that they can be up and
running by summer - during peak demand when profits are greatest - before the NRC has even completed its technical review.

A rubberstamp finding of no significant hazard would be wholly inappropriate for restarting a nuclear reactor that has two of the most damaged
and defective steam generators in the history of the US nuclear industry - the other two being in its twin reactor, San Onofre Unit 3, which Edison admits
are experiencing a globally unique tube damage phenomenon.

This request on the part of Edison is indicative of a corporate culture that sets aside safety concerns in the interest of expediency and profits - a culture
that was clearly demonstrated by the revelations in the recently release MHI documents that showed they did just that when originally designing these
defective replacement steam generators. Their desire to gamble on safety in order to rush forward for greatest profits placed the lives and livelihoods of
the 8.7 million people living near these reactors at significant and unacceptable risk. Edison must not be allowed to do so again.

Recently, the California Independent Systems Operator stated that Southern California would be fine this summer without the relatively meager 750 MW
that this experimental restart plan for one of the two crippled San Onofre reactors offers. Edison's claim of hurried restart in time for summer is in their
interest - not that of the public.

Lastly, the NRC has announced that a meeting between the NRC and Edison to discuss the license amendment and NSHC is to be held April 3 in
Rockville, MD. It is fundamentally unacceptable to have this meeting to discuss such a critical issue on the opposite coast from the communities most
impacted. The meeting ought to be held in Southern California where my neighbors and I can participate.

In sum, I respectfully request that in your critical oversight capacity, you ensure that the right of citizens to a full, adjudicatory public hearing required for
a thorough license amendment process is upheld, that the NRC reject Edison's NSHC request, and that the upcoming meeting to address Edison's
license amendment request take place in Southern California.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ahmad, Agoura Hills, Ca 91301

Cc:
Senator Diane Feinstein: https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/e-mail-me
Alison Macfarlane, NRC Chair: Chairman•,nrc.gov
R. William Borchardt, NRC Executive Director for Operations: Bill.Borchardtrn rc.qov
Eric Leeds , Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation: Eric.LeedsL',nrc.gov
Elmo Collins, Regional Administrator, Region IV: Elmo.Collins(d),nrc.gov
Arthur Howell, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel: Art.Howell.C5,nrc.qov
Daniel Dorman, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel: Dan.Dormanonrc.qov
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Remsburg, Kristy

From: Grace van Thillo [mailto:graceaaearthlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 7:21 PM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Dorman, Dan
Subject: Growing San Onofre Nuclear Plant Issues

Honorable NRC Chair Dr. MacFarlane,

At last night's Capistrano Unified School Board Meeting, after the Board of Trustees' recent V.I.P. tour
of the San Onofre plant, one of the board member's prepared questions to SCE spokesman, Mr.
Tran, was, "You don't really need an Adjudicatory Hearing do you (SCE); because you're always
under "oath" in your responses to the the NRC." And of course he responded, "Yes, we're under oath
when we provide our responses."

Now with the latest legal manuevers of SoCal Edison to try to avoid the in-depth scrutiny of all of your
pending investigations into the design flaws and the fabrication changes of the replacement steam
generators; plus, the investigations by other agencies as well,
Please:

Require a full, transparent Adjudicatory Hearing and License Amendment process.
This includes evidentiary hearings with sworn testimony and cross-examination which
include experts independent of the NRC, Edison and the nuclear power industry.

Complete the extensive investigations before deciding whether SoCal Edison should be allowed
to restart the defective San Onofre nuclear reactor Unit 2.

Reject Edison's request for a license amendment with "No Significant Hazard Consideration". If
approved, this would allow Edison to lower safety standards and restart of some of the most damaged
and defective steam generators in the nation, with their known design flaws and fabrication changes.

Likewise, hold the April 3rd (and other NRC San Onofre public meetings) in

Southern California - close to the public most impacted by their decisions;
so residents can actually participate.

Thank you for your considerations and the crucial service you provide,



Grace van Thillo

Concerned San Clemente Resident

cc. R. William Borchardt, NRC Executive Director for Operations
Eric Leeds, Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Elmo Collins, Regional Administrator, Region IV
Arthur Howell, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel
Daniel Dorman, Co-Chair, SONGS Oversight Panel
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Joosten, Sandy

From: tiseman2@aol.com
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:24 PM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource
Subject: San Onofre

Please listen carefully to Edison. Safety is not their priority. This could be a unspeakable disaster. We need your help.

Toni Iseman
2338 Glenneyre
Laguna Beach, CA
92651
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